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Abstract

INTRODUCTION

Servers are usually deployed to run mission critical software
or business critical applications. In all application scenarios
there is a set of expectations for a minimum to no downfall of
the server running. It thus has to serve 24/7, 365days a year.
However in reality both mechanical and electronic
components are prone for failure for various environmental
and technical factors which can potentially bring the business
down or standstill. The only way to work in between is to
have enough pre-notification and indication prior to any
component of the system failure so that alternate mechanism
can be put in place or in some cases auto correct the fault or
gracefully migrate to the redundant hardware. Over the time
multiple server vendors devised different mechanisms in this
context to handle this fundamental problem. Here I am
proposing method Intelligent platform Management
Interface(IMPI) with Field Replaceable Unit (Fru) solution to
efficiently managing the servers to provide customer
maximum satisfaction .Based on the customer requirements
the Fru area resize feature is implemented and the Fru update
through Configuration file where the input from Environment
variables and Environment file is also supported. the customer
needs to update the FRU using Cfg(Configuration or user
specified) file according to his requirement we implemented
this feature so that he can resize each fruarea and can update
with variable length values.

Server world can broadly be classified into 3 major
components. Build, Deploy and manage. A build consists of
assembling multiple hardware components (baseboard,
processor, memory, storage, network, etc) to bring up a
system to live. This also includes flashing multiple s/w
components into the embedded chips. e.g., Bios and other
Firmware. A deploy includes incorporating and configuring of
multiple server hardware parameters to make it useful and
suitable to customer needs. Finally management means the
server once brought into live needs to be continuously
monitored for any impending errors.Different standards and
specifications work coherently to make server manageability
work, the prominent among it is IPMI.The intelligent platform
Management Interface define standardized, abstracted
interfaces to the platform management subsystem. IPMI
defines a set of common interfaces to the hardware and
firmware that is used to monitor system health and manage
the system.
Intelligent Platform Management interface includes the
definition of interfaces for extending platform management
between board within the main chassis and between multiple
chassis. The term ‘Platform management” is used to refer to
the monitoring and control functions that are built in to
platform hardware and primarily used for the purpose of
monitoring the health of the system hardware. This typically
includes monitoring elements such as temperatures, voltages,
fans, power supplies, bus errors, system physical security etc.
It includes automatic and manually driver recovery
capabilities such as local or remote system resets and power
on/off operations. It includes the logging of abnormal or out-
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of-range conditions for the later examination and altering
where the platform issues the alert without aid of run-time
software. Lastly it includes inventory information that can
help to identify a failed hardware unit. Platform management
functions can also be made available when the system is in a
powered down state.

An IPMI sub-system consists of a main controller, called the
baseboard management controller (BMC) and other
management controllers distributed among different system
modules that are referred to as satellite controllers. The
satellite controllers within the same chassis connect to the
BMC via the system interface called Intelligent Platform
Management Bus/Bridge (IPMB) — an enhanced
implementation of I²C (Inter-Integrated Circuit). The BMC
connects to satellite controllers or another BMC in another
chassis via the Intelligent Platform Management Controller
(IPMC) bus or bridge. It may be managed with the Remote
Management Control Protocol (RMCP), a specialized wire
protocol defined by this specification. RMCP+ (a UDP-based
protocol with stronger authentication than RMCP) is used for
IPMI over LAN. Several vendors develop and market BMC
chips

The SMBIOS Specification addresses how motherboard and
system vendors present management information about their
products in a standard format by extending the BIOS interface
on x86 architecture systems. The information is intended to
allow generic instrumentation to deliver this information to
management applications that use DMI(Desktop management
interface), CIM (common Information Model)or direct access,
eliminating the need for error prone operations like probing
system hardware for presence detection.
A field replaceable unit ('FRU) is a circuit board, part or
assembly that can be quickly and easily removed from
a personal computer or other piece of electronic equipment,
and replaced by the user or a technician without having to
send the entire product or system to a repair facility. FRUs
allow a technician lacking in-depth product knowledge
to fault isolate and replace faulty components.

LITERATURE SURVEY
This section deals with the required conceptual background to
understand the project which includes various specifications
that are followed in designing and implementation of the
project.The Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI)
is a standardized computer system interface used by system
administrators to manage a computer system and monitor its
operation.The development of this interface specification was
led by Intel ® Corporation and is supported by more than two
hundred computer systems vendors. Dell, Hewlett-Packard,
Intel, and NEC Corporation announced IPMI v1.0 on 199809-16, v1.5 on 2001-03-01, and v2.0 on 2004-02-14. IPMI is a
message-based, hardware-level interface specification. An
IPMI sub-system operates independently of the operating
system (OS) to allow administrators to manage a system
remotely in the absence of an operating system or of the
system management software, and thus can be used before an
OS has booted (allowing e.g. BIOS settings to be remotely
monitored or changed), when the system is powered down, or
after OS or system failure, which is the key characteristic of
IPMI compared with in-band system management e.g. remote
login such as SSH(Secure shell). Being a standardized
interface and protocol allows systems management software
to manage multiple disparate servers.

Figure 2.1 IPMI Block Diagram

A field replaceable unit (FRU) holds the inventory, such as
vendor ID and manufacturer, of potentially replaceable
devices. A sensor data record (SDR) repository provides the
properties of the individual sensors present on the board. For
example, the board may contain sensors for temperature, fan
speed, and voltage. IPMI messages by standardizing the
interconnect, a baseboard can be readily integrated into a
variety of chassis that have different management features.
FRUSDR (field replaceable unit and sensor Data Record) data
contains information such as the serial number, part number,
asset tag, and short descriptive string for the FRU. The
contents of a FRU Inventory Record are specified in the
Platform Management FRU Information Storage Definition.
The FRU Inventory Device is a ‘logical’ device. It is not
necessarily implemented as a separate physical device, though
it can be. For example, the device that contains the SDR
Repository Device also typically also holds ‘FRU Inventory’
information for the main system board and chassis. On the
other hand, there may be a separate FRU Inventory device that
provides access to the FRU information for a replaceable
module such as a Memory Module.

System administrators can use IPMI messaging to monitor
platform status (e.g. system temperatures, voltages, fans,
power supplies and chassis intrusion) to query inventory
information to review hardware logs of out-of-range
conditions, or to perform recovery procedures such as issuing
requests from a remote console through the same connections
e.g. system power-down and rebooting, or configuring
watchdog timers. The standard also defines an alerting
mechanism for the system to send a simple network
management protocol (SNMP) platform event trap (PET).

It is recommended that each FRU (field replaceable unit) in
the system holds non-volatile FRU Inventory information.
FRUs are typically major boards or modules, such as the
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baseboard, memory boards, processor boards, chassis control
boards, power supply, or front panel module.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

FRU Inventory Device Commands:
1.

Get FRU Inventory Area Info command

2.

READ Fru Data command

3.

WRITE Fru Data command

In this the system design and implementation details of the
proposed system are provided.

Infrastructure Architecture
This section captures the physical architecture of server
management software. The physical elements and
communication involved between them are shown in the
figure 3.1.

Get FRU Inventory Area Info Command:
Returns overall
device, in bytes.
1
1
2
3
4

size of the FRU Inventory Area in this

There are two players here:

FRU Device ID. FFh = reserved
Completion Code
FRU Inventory area size in bytes, LS Byte
FRU Inventory area size in bytes, MS Byte
[7:1] - reserved
[0] 0b = Device is accessed by bytes, 1b = Device is
accessed by words
Figure 2.2 Get FRU Inventory Area Info Command Byte
field



Management Server: A Windows or Linux Server where
server management software client application is installed
along with server management software product.
Management Server can connect to all Managed Nodes
via out-of-band communication. In case of in-band
communication, management server is managed node.



Managed Nodes: BMC on the managed node is
configured for (out-of-band)OOB communication. The
Managed Nodes can communicate with Management
Server using out-of-band communication using RMCP+
protocol as defined by IPMI.

The architecture of the proposed system below shows the way
how exactly this is very close to hardware and access the
hardware components like bios, bmc, fru and also updates all
these hardware components. Efficient platform Management
s/w interface is based on REST (Representational State
Transfer) architectural style. The principles of REST were
applied to create platform resource topology that helped to
reduce the API explosion. REST based interface promotes
resource oriented view of system instead of conventional
function based model (old architecture). Principles of REST
are used to define the platform resource hierarchy.

READ Fru Data command
The command returns the specified data from the FRU
Inventory Info area. This is effectively a ‘low level’ direct
interface to a non-volatile storage area. This means that the
interface does not interpret or check any semantics or
formatting for the data being accessed. The offset used in this
command is a ‘logical’ offset that may or may not correspond
to the physical address used in device that provides the nonvolatile storage. For example, FRU information could be kept
in FLASH at physical address 1234h, however offset 0000h
would still be used with this command to access the start of
the FRU information. IPMI FRU device data (devices that are
formatted per [FRU]) as well as processor and DIMM FRU
data always starts from offset 0000h unless otherwise noted.

WRITE Fru Data command
The command writes the specified byte or word to the FRU
Inventory Info area. This is a ‘low level’ direct interface to a
non-volatile storage area. This means that the interface does
not interpret or check any semantics or formatting for the data
being written. The offset used in this command is a ‘logical’
offset that may or may not correspond to the physical address
used in device that provides the non-volatile storage. For
example, FRU information could be kept in FLASH at
physical address 1234h, however offset 0000h would still be
used with this command to access the start of the FRU
information. IPMI FRU device data (devices that are
formatted per [FRU]) as well as processor and DIMM FRU
data always starts from offset 0000h unless otherwise noted.
Updating the FRU Inventory Data is presumed to be a system
level, privileged operation

Figure 3.1 Infrastructure Architecture.
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Resource Identifier (URI).



Operations: Another principle of REST says that a fixed
set of operation can be performed on the resources. The
SNMP protocol interface is an example of how this
principle was applied in the network management
context. Each variable in the MIB is always identified by
its unique object identifier (OID). All variables in a
SNMP MIB are also represented in a hierarchical manner.

SET MAP – This interface is similar to GET MAP. This
is used when IPMI command expects multiple inputs and
when multiple settings need to set together. For example
setting NM policy or PEF settings etc.

Firmware update: This interface is used to update BMC,
HSC, LCP and ME controller using direct update or CFG
based update interface. Internally efficient Platform
management s/w used IPMI commands to update all these
controllers.
BIOS update: This interface is used to update BIOS using
CFG based and direct update interface. Internally, Efficient
Platform Management S/W used SMI based interface to
perform the update.
FRUSDR update: This interface is used to perform FRUSDR
update using direct and CFG based update interface.

Implementation details:
The implementation details of my work is covered in this
section.
FRUSDR update

Figure 3.3 Example platform resource topology

This interface is used to perform FRUSDR update using direct
and CFG based update interface. Field Replaceable Unit
(FRU) is a component, part, or assembly that can be easily
removed from a system and replaced by the user or technician
without having to send the entire system to a repair facility.
The IPMI specifications include support for storing and
accessing multiple sets of non-volatile FRU information for
different modules in the system. The FRU data includes
information such as serial number, part number, model, asset
tag, etc. Sensor Data Record (SDR) describes the sensor
configuration on the motherboard to the system software.
Included in the SDRs is information that indicates which
system entity a sensor is monitoring (for example, a memory
board) and also provides a link to the FRU information for the
entity. It describes information about the sensor such as
location, type, units of measurement, reading type, operational
ranges, and thresholds.

The system or root level resource is represented as “/”.
Information that comes from the BMC using IPMI can be
considered as nested resource under “/” and can be
represented as “/BMC”. Similarly, information on BMC LAN
channel, user, PEF, and SOL, etc. are considered as second
level nested resource under “/BMC” and can be represented as
“/BMC/LAN”,
“/BMC/USER”,
“/BMC/PEF”
and
“/BMC/SOL” etc. These are the unique address for LAN,
USER, PEF and SOL platform resources.
The operations supported are GET, SET and UPDATE.
BIOS configuration: User creates an instance of interface
class (SDK::System) and call GET interface with /BIOS query
to get all read-only and editable BIOS variables (as shown in
BIOS setup screen).It returns variables. The BIOS group and
settings variables vary from platform to platform.

The Field Replaceable Unit/Sensor Data Record (FRUSDR)
helps the BMC firmware in monitoring and managing the
server. FRUSDR update is highly dependent on the hardware
configuration and the chassis used.

BMC configuration: User creates an instance of interface
class (SDK::System) and call following interface to configure
and to monitor BMC variables.


GET – This interface accepts the query a string and
returns the ResultMap structure.

FRU Creation Utility:



SET – This interface accepts a map of string versus string
as key-value pair. The key is query and value is new
value for the resource query.

This utility supports the process of creating and editing FRU
files for FRU Inventory area. The following are some useful
features for a utility of this kind.



GET MAP – This interface accepts a map of string versus
map of string vs string as key-value pair. The key is
resource query and value is again a map of variable and
value of that variable. This query is used to get the value
of a BMC resource using multiple values as input. The
Node Manager ® policy settings values are retrieved by
GET MAP query.

· The ability to create and edit each FRU file down to the
byte or field level
· The ability to add, modify and delete individual FRU
fields and FRU areas.
· The automatic checking of certain FRU values to see if
they are valid.
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Configuration file:

The FRUSDR package has the following main components:
(The exact files within the package will vary among different
platforms.)

The frusdr utility contains the cfg or the configuration file and
this section deals with it.The configuration file is an editable
ASCII text file used by the load utility to execute the
commands in the file.

1. <filename>.sdr – SDR record file
2. <filename>.fru – FRU record file

This file can be used to perform the following tasks:

3. FRUSDR.EFI - the FRU & SDR loader utility.
4. MASTER.CFG – configuration file that controls FRU &
SDR loading.

5. <filename>.nsh – script for running the update.
6. <filename>.txt - Describes the usage to customers.

·

Probe the product to identify all the
subassemblies, and components in the product

·

Load the proper SDRs into the non-volatile storage of the
BMC and other generic FRU devices

·
·

Load multiple FRU and SDR files to be programmed

boards,

Define FRU and SDR areas to be programmed

Ways of updating FRUSDR:

The configuration file has the following restrictions:

We can update the FRUSDR in different ways independent of
operating system and without operating system as well i.e. in
the pre-boot environment (EFI shell)

·
·
·

The maximum line length is 255 characters.

·

The configuration file allows you to override values
contained in an association FRU file, but it does not allow
you to add areas to a FRU. The one exception is the
Manufacturing Time. If it is zero, it is programmed with
the current machine time.

We can obtain this shell from the BIOS screen.
Updating process:
Q1:

Select the function you want to perform:
1: Update only the SDR
2: Update only the FRU
3: Update both the SDR and the FRU
4: Modify the Asset Tag
Do you want to update the chassis info area of the FRU
(Y/N)?

Q3:

The configuration file does not support first time
programming of FRU areas. This area should initially be
programmed by the manufacturer of the device.

Different Areas of Fru

5: Exit FRU/SDR update
Q2:

The maximum file size is 64K bytes.

There are six different areas of the Fru such as
1.

Common header area

Do you want to enter the chassis serial number (Y/N)?

2.

Internal use area.

Q4:

Do you want to enter the chassis part number (Y/N)?

3.

Chassis area.

Q5:

Do you want to enter data into the additional chassis
field 1 (Y/N)?

4.

Board information area.

5.

Product area

Q6:

Do you want to enter data into the additional chassis
field 2 (Y/N)?

6.

Multirecord area.

Q7:

Do you want to update the product info area of the
FRU (Y/N)?

Q8:

Do you want to enter the product part number (Y/N)?

Q9:

Do you want to enter the product serial number (Y/N)?

Table 3.1. The size allotted(in bytes) and description of each
area of the Fru.
Size
8 bytes
72 bytes

Q10: Do you want to enter a product asset tag (Y/N)?
The main FRU information areas on the server board are
Chassis Info Area, Board Info Area and Product Info Area.
Each of these areas contains the serial number and part
number fields, which are usually programmed by the
manufacturer/OEM. These fields can be followed by ‘custom’
fields that are defined by manufacturing or the OEM . The
FRU update provides the user with an option to update the
Chassis and Product Information Areas.

32 bytes
64 bytes
80 bytes
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Common header
Internal area and
baseboard use
Chassis information
area
Board information
area
Product information
area

Description
offsets to other areas
for management firmware
holds information about
chassis
board information
product information
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Table 3.4 Chassis area format
The following tables shows the description of each area and
each field. The common header area contains the starting
offsets of other different areas, version, checksum . The
chassis area contains the information like chassis type, serial
number, part number as specified in the table.

Field Field
length
1 Chassis Info Area Format Version
7:4 - reserved, write as 0000b
3:0 - format version number = 1h for this specification
1 Chassis Info Area Length (in multiples of 8 bytes)
1 Chassis Type (enumeration)
1 Chassis Part Number type/length
N Chassis Part Number bytes
1 Chassis Serial Number type/length*
M Chassis Serial Number bytes*
Xx Custom Chassis Info fields, if any. Each fields must be
preceded
with type/length byte
1 C1h (type/length byte encoded to indicate no more info
fields).
Y 00h - any remaining unused space
1 Chassis Info Checksum (zero checksum)

Table 3.2 Common header area format and the description
of each field.
Size field
1* Common Header Format Version
7:4 - reserved, write as 0000b
3:0 - format version number = 1h for this specification.
1*

1*

1*
1*

1*
1*
1*

Internal Use Area Starting Offset (in multiples of 8
bytes). 00h
indicates that this area is not present.
Chassis Info Area Starting Offset (in multiples of 8
bytes). 00h
indicates that this area is not present
Board Area Starting Offset (in multiples of 8 bytes).
00h indicates that this area is not present.
Product Info Area Starting Offset (in multiples of 8
bytes). 00h
indicates that this area is not present.
MultiRecord Area Starting Offset (in multiples of 8
bytes). 00h indicates that this area is not present.
PAD, write as 00h
Common Header Checksum (zero checksum)

Table 3.5 Board information area format
Field Field
length
1 Board Area Format Version
7:4 - reserved, write as 0000b
3:0 - format version number = 1h for this specification
1 Board Area Length (in multiples of 8 bytes)
1 Language Code (See section 15)
3 Mfg. Date / Time
Number of minutes from 0:00 hrs 1/1/96.
LSbyte first (little endian)
1 Board Manufacturer type/length byte
P Board Manufacturer bytes
1 Board Product Name type/length byte
Q Board Product Name bytes
1 Board Serial Number type/length byte*
N Board Serial Number bytes*
1 Board Part Number type/length byte
M Board Part Number bytes
1 FRU File ID type/length byte*
R FRU File ID bytes* The FRU File version field is a
pre-defined field provided as a manufacturing aid for
verifying the file that was used during manufacture or
field update to load the FRU information. The content
is manufacturer-specific. This field is also provided in
the Product Info area. Either or both fields ‘null’
Xx Additional custom Mfg. Info fields. Defined by
manufacturing. Each field must be preceded by a
type/length byte
1 C1h (type/length byte encoded to indicate no more
info fields).
Y 00h - any remaining unused space
1 Board Area Checksum (zero checksum)

Table 3.3 Internal Use Area Format
Field Field
length
1* Internal Use Format Version
7:4 - reserved, write as 0000b
3:0 - format version number = 1h for this
specification
Xx internal use data - defined and formatted as needed
for management controller or other device that
owns/uses this area
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Table 3.6 Product information Area format

are added to fru fields of each area and which are used for the
variable length fru field values given by the customer.The
given area size should be multiple of 8.Whatever the value
given by the customer it converts into multiple of 8 if not so.if
size is specified as 100 then it gets converted into 104 (nearest
multiple of 8) and then resize is done.

Field Field
length
1
Product Area Format Version
7:4 - reserved, write as 0000b
3:0 - format version number = 1h for this specification
1
Product Area Length (in multiples of 8 bytes)
1
Language Code (See section 15)
1
Manufacturer Name type/length byte
N
Manufacturer Name bytes
1
Product Name type/length byte
M
1
O
1
R
1

Product Name bytes
Product Part/Model Number type/length byte
Product Part/Model Number bytes
Product Version type/length byte
Product Version bytes
Product Serial Number type/length byte*

P
1
Q
1
R

Product Serial Number bytes*
Asset Tag type/length byte
Asset Tag
FRU File ID type/length byte
FRU File ID bytes. The FRU File version field is a
pre-defined field provided as a manufacturing aid for
verifying the file that was used during manufacture or
field update to load the FRU information. The content
is manufacturer-specific. This field is also provided in
the Board Info area. Either or both fields ‘null’.

Xx

Y

Custom product info area fields, (preceded with
type/length byte)
C1h (type/length byte encoded to indicate no more
info fields
00h - any remaining unused space

1

Product Info Area Checksum (zero checksum)

1

Discrete sensor decoding feature:
Multiple states possible. Discrete sensors can contain up to
15 possible states. For discrete sensors, the Get Sensor
Reading command returns a bit field where each bit reflects a
different state. It is possible for a discrete sensor to have more
than one state active at a time. Discrete sensors can be
designed to provide either Generic or Sensor-specific states.
The Event/Reading Type Codes are used to specify the
particular set of possible Generic states for a discrete sensor.
Generic states may be applicable to many types of sensors
that is, a temperature sensor and a voltage sensor may both be
implemented that return Severity states.

Table 3.6 Discrete sensor states.
THRESHOLD

The sensor monitors an analog value. All
threshold sensors have this value.

DISCRETE_USAGE These are DMI-based usage states. Valid

offsets are:
00h - transition to idle
01h - transition to active
02h - transition to busy
DISCRETE_STATE Monitors the value of a state. Valid
values are:
00h - state de asserted
01h - state asserted
DISCRETE_PREDIC This is used to know if an entity is about
TIVE_FAILURE
to fail, but is still operations. Valid values

are:
00h - predictive failure de asserted
01h - predictive failure asserted
DISCRETE_LIMIT This is used to tell if a limit has been
_EXCEEDED
exceeded. Valid values are:
00h - limit not exceeded
01h - limit exceeded
DISCRETE_PERFO This is used to tell if system performance
MANCE_MET
is meeting expectations.
Valid values are:
00h - performance met
01h - performance not met

These areas can be resized to a max of 248 bytes each and
each can be updated till 64 bytes each.

Fru resize feature:
The different areas of the fru can be resized using the cfg file.
In the Cfg we have to specify the area and size to which it has
to get resized to.for example:
FRUNAME SYSTEM
FRUAREA CHASSIS size=120
FRUAREA BOARD size=160
FRUAREA PRODUCT size=200
When we specify this in the cfg file. then the cfg file is read in
and chassis area gets resized to 120 and board to 160 and
product to 200 by allocating the extra bytes .These extra bytes
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DISCRETE_SEVE
RITY

DISCRETE_
REDUNDANCY

This is used to know if an entity is in
trouble or other state information.
Valid values are:
00h - transition to ok
01h - transition to non-critical from ok.
02h - transition to critical from less
critical.
03h - transition to non-recoverable from
less critical.
04h - transition to non-critical from more
critical.
05h - transition to critical from nonrecoverable.
06h - transition to non-recoverable.1
07h - monitor
08h - informational
The actual meaning of these is not
defined by the spec.
DISCRETE_DEVICE This is a presence sensor to know when
_PRESENCE
an entity is present or not.
Note that Open IPMI uses this for entity
presence if it is available.
Valid values are:
00h - entity not present
01h - entity present
DISCRETE_DEVICE This tells if a device is enabled. Valid
_ENABLE
values are:

DISCRETE_AVA
LIABIITY

00h - device disabled
01h - device enabled
This tells the current availability state of
the device. Valid values are:
00h - transition to running
01h - transition to in test
02h - transition to power off
03h - transition to on line
04h - transition to off line
05h - transition to off duty
06h - transition to degraded
07h - transition to power save
08h - install error

This shows the redundancy state of an
entity. Valid values are:
00h - Fully redundant, the entity has full
redundancy.
01h - Redundancy lost, this is reported if
redundancy has been lost at all.
02h – Redundancy degraded, the system
is still redundant but is missing some
resources (like the system has four fans
and only two are running).
03h - Transition from fully redundant to
non-redundant: sufficient resource. The
entity has lost redundancy but has
sufficient resources to continue normal
operation.
04h - Transition from non-redundant:
sufficient resources to non-redundant:
insufficient resource. The entity has lost
enough resources to continue normal
operation.
05h - Transition from fully redundant to
non-redundant: sufficient resource. The
entity has lost redundancy but has
sufficient resources to continue normal
operation.
06h - Non-redundant: insufficient
resources. entity has lost redundancy and
lost enough resources to continue normal
operation.
07h - Transition from redundant to
redundancy degraded. The unit has lost
some redundancy but is still redundant.
08h -Transition from redundancy lost to
redundancy degraded. The entity had lost
redundancy and has regained some
redundancy, but is not fully redundant.

Getting the IPv6 address
To get the Ipv6 address which is a leaf node of every NIC
(network Interface Card) which has to be displayed is
implemented.
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/Name
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/TransmitBytes
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/TransmitPackets
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/TransmitErrors
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/ReceiveBytes
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/ReceivePackets
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/ReceiveErrors
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/Status
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/IPAddress
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/Ipv6
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/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/MacAddress

review or retrospective meeting, where the progress is
reviewed and lessons for the next sprint are identified.

/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/SubnetMask

A key principle of Scrum is its recognition that during a
project the customers can change their minds about what they
want and need (often called requirements churn), and that
unpredicted challenges cannot be easily addressed in a
traditional predictive or planned manner. As such, Scrum
adopts an empirical approach—accepting that the problem
cannot be fully understood or defined, focusing instead on
maximizing the team’s ability to deliver quickly and respond
to emerging requirements. Like other agile development
methodologies, Scrum can be implemented through a wide
range of tools. Many companies use universal tools, such as
spreadsheets to build and maintain artifacts such as the sprint
backlog. There are also open-source and proprietary packages
dedicated to management of products under the Scrum
process. Other organizations implement Scrum without the
use of any tools, and maintain their artifacts in hard-copy
forms such as paper, whiteboards, and sticky notes.

/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/DeviceName
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/Version
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/FWVersion
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/PCIBusNumber
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/GatewayIP
/Platform/OS/NetworkInfo/NIC[1]/IPType

Besides all these leaf nodes this query should also print Ipv6
address of that particular NIC.

Serial Port Configuration
In the Bios Screen we can see this field ‘Serial port
Configuration” which has two ports generally Serial Port A
and Serial port B which has two fields: Address and IRQ
which has some fixed set of valuable values and both serial A
and serial B can have the same values if we try to set with
same values it has to throw the proper error message this
scenario is implemented.

Agile Manifesto:


Individuals and Interactions – in agile development, selforganization and motivation are important, as are
interactions like co-location and pair programming.



Working software – working software will be more useful
and welcome than just presenting documents to clients in
meetings.



Customer collaboration – requirements cannot be fully
collected at the beginning of the software development
cycle, therefore continuous customer or stakeholder
involvement is very important.



Responding to change – agile development is focused on
quick responses to change and continuous development.

Scrum contains sets of methods and predefined roles. The
main roles in Scrum are[6]:
1.

the "Scrum Master", who ensures the process is followed,
removes impediments, and protects the Development
Team from disruption

2.

the "Product Owner", who represents the stakeholders
and the business

3.

the "Development Team", a cross-functional, selforganizing team who do the actual analysis, design,
implementation, testing, etc.

Sprint
A sprint is the basic unit of development in Scrum. Sprints
last between one week and one month, and are a "time boxed"
(i.e. restricted to a specific duration) effort of a constant
length.Each sprint is preceded by a planning meeting, where
the tasks for the sprint are identified and an estimated
commitment for the sprint goal is made, and followed by a

Figure 4.1 Agile Development model
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Twelve principles underlie the Agile Manifesto, including:









Customer satisfaction by rapid delivery of useful software
Welcome changing requirements, even late in
development
Working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather
than months)
Working software is the principal measure of progress
Sustainable development, able to maintain a constant
pace
Close, daily co-operation between business people and





RESULTS
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developers
Face-to-face conversation is the best form of
communication (co-location)
Projects are built around motivated individuals, who
should be trusted
Continuous attention to technical excellence and good
design
Simplicity- The art of maximizing the amount of work
not done - is essential
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CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
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Lot of Extra features can be added to this Server
manageability software on demand of the customers based on
their requirements. we met the customer requirements in
implementing the fruresize feature for different fru areas so
that he can update different fry fields with variable length
fields. And also fru update with cfg file taking the input from
environment variables and environment file path which
contain the values for the fru areas to update the fru. Discrete
sensor decoding feature which tells about the state of the
sensor. These are the features added to the intel solution for
Server Manageability which is an SDK supporting various
other features as well.
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There are also few limitations in solution for the server
manageability software. Such as
Scalability factor: In information technology, scalability
(frequently spelled scaleability) It is usually easier to have
scalability upward rather than downward since developers
often must make full use of a system's resources (for example,
the amount of disk storage available) when an application is
initially coded .this server manageability software where
fruresize feature and fru update through cfg a part of it can be
made limited to only 100 servers. And this is tested only on
Intel Boards till now and need to be tested on other boards as
well.
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